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Chapter 1511 
Yanzheng on the side hurriedly smiled and said to Yangang: “Oh, third, how do you talk to Big Brother? 
Big Brother’s body may be gone at any time. If you are angry with him now and he has no time to 
change his will, then we are really going to draw swords with sister-in-law and niece? In that case, how 
can I bear it in my heart!” 
 
Yangang chuckled, “Second brother, you are right, I was too much. I apologize to Big Brother!” 
 
After finishing speaking, he looked at Philip and said with a chuckle, “Big Brother, I’m sorry, I just said a 
little bit more seriously, don’t take it to your heart.” 
 
Philip was smiling and saying: “But eldest brother, although the third speaks too much, but he is telling 
the truth. Think about it, who wants to let it flow into the hands of outsiders? If you cooperate with us, 
and sister-in-law and Sara are behind you, they can still get 20%…” 
 
At this point, Yanzheng’s expression suddenly became very ugly, and his tone and voice became gloomy. 
He gritted his teeth and said: “But if you don’t cooperate, brother, I may be anxious, and I will treat your 
family if I can’t wait for you to enter the soil. The three are doing something. If your family of three is 
gone, all the assets in your name belong to me and your third brother. Do you understand this truth?” 
 
Philip coughed violently, and then he spouted a mouthful of blood. The whole person was extremely 
angry and messed up the weak essence in the body. 
 
Seeing this, Sara and Lenan hurriedly stepped forward to support him and gently patted his back. 
 
Marven couldn’t bear it at this time. Looking at Yanzheng, he asked in a cold voice: “What do you mean, 
if Uncle doesn’t agree, you will start with their family of three?” 
 
Yanzheng was too lazy to continue to pretend, and said arrogantly and viciously: “Boy, no matter who 
you are, there is no place for you to speak here. I have a business to do today, so I spared you your life 
for one transgression already. One day, at this time tomorrow, if you are still alive, Yanzheng will be a 
fool for so many years!” 
 
After finishing speaking, he immediately looked at Philip and said coldly: “Brother, since it’s up to this 
point, then I will not hide it. I have come today and must get 80% of the assets. Otherwise, don’t blame 
me and disregarding brotherhood with the youngest!” 
 
Yangang also echoed: “Big Brother, you are already a dying person, what are you doing so hard? You 
may die soon, but your wife and children can live for many years. There is no need to let them follow 
you?” 
 
When these words came out, Marven was immediately furious! 
 
The blood all over his body also boiled instantly! 
 



He suddenly lifted his foot at a very fast speed, and kicked Yangang’s abdomen fiercely! 
 
Yangang, Yanzheng, and the bodyguards brought by the two of them had not yet figured out what was 
going on, Yangang had already flown out directly! 
 
He flew out of the dining room and fell directly onto the floor of the living room. He only heard him 
wailing in mid-air. After landing, he immediately lost consciousness! 
 
Weiguang saw his father being kicked into the air and passed out. He rushed forward, picked him up, 
and asked nervously, “Dad, Dad, are you okay, dad?!” 
 
Yanzheng was extremely angry. He pointed at Marven and cursed: “Boy, you are so bold, you are not 
afraid…” 
 
Before he finished speaking, Marven suddenly stretched out his hand and grabbed Yanzheng’s hand 
pointing at him, with a sudden force of his wrist! 
 
With a click, Yanzheng’s right hand broke directly from his wrist! 
 
“What!!!” 
 
The Younger was holding his drooping hand and shouted angrily to the two burly men behind him: 
“d*mn, kill him for me! Kill him now!” 
 
Yanzheng’s son Weiliang also said furiously: “Boy, do you dare to hurt my dad! You are done! My dad’s 
bodyguard is known as the God of War and the Realm master, and you must die today!” 
 
“God of war? Realm master?” Marven looked at the two big guys walking towards him, and said coldly: 
“Since the reputation is so powerful, then I will let them both kneel down and call me Dad today!” 
 
Seeing this, Philip was shocked and blurted, “Marven, be careful! Both of them are good hands with 
countless blood on their hands. You are not their opponent!” 
 
Chapter 1512 
After speaking, he gritted his teeth and said to Yanzheng: “Second! Let them stop and don’t hurt 
Marven, I promise your terms!” 
 
In Philip’s view, Marven is not only his favorite son-in-law in the future, but also the only bloodline of his 
brother who has passed away many years ago. In any case, he can’t sit back and watch Marven die 
because of himself! 
 
In that case, he would have no face to face Marven’s parents. 
 
Yanzheng clutched his wrists, gritted his teeth and cursed: “Compromise now? It’s too late! This kid 
dares to hurt me, I’m sure to let him be broken into pieces!” 
 
After that, he said to the two men: “Kill him! Immediately! Immediately!” 
 



Yanzheng’s two bodyguards also looked grim at this time. 
 
One of them is known as the God of War, and the other is known as the realm master! 
 
They are all famous characters in the arena, and now being so insulted by a little kung fu boy, naturally it 
is indignant, just thinking of killing him to defend dignity. 
 
Just when the two rushed to Marven, Sara, Philip, and Lenan were all nervous and their hearts beating 
like drums. They were all afraid that Marven would have a slight accident. Especially for the couple, they 
had just met Marven again, and didn’t dare to put him in danger. 
 
But just between the electric flints, Marven did not retreat. Instead, he greeted the god of war and the 
realm master. He transferred his spiritual energy to both hands, with one arm, and it was like catching a 
chicken in an instant, one in each hand. , Grabbing the two people’s necks, and lifting them 
 
At this moment, everyone was stunned in shock! 
 
what happened? 
 
What the h*ll is going on? 
 
These are Orgeyon’s famous God of War and Realm Lord! 
 
The strength of these two people, in the circle of bodyguards of the rich in Orgeyon, can almost go 
sideways. 
 
Except for the top metaphysical masters supported by the Su Family and the Ye Family in the legend, the 
others are not their opponents at all. 
 
However, a young man like Marven directly defuses the two men’s offense, and directly grabs the two 
men’s necks and makes the two feet leave the ground immediately! 
 
At this time, Marven’s hands were like hydraulic pliers with dozens of tons of pressure, and they stuck 
their necks firmly. 
 
The two were shocked instantly! 
 
Desperately kicking his legs and waving his arms, he wanted to interrupt Marven’s arms and escape to 
live. 
 
However, only then did he realize that his body seemed to be choked by all power! The arms flicked up, 
like two long inflated balloons, they couldn’t use half of their power at all! 
 
Naturally, the same is true for his legs, and he can only hang in the air, unable to kick even if he wants 
to. 
 
The expressions of the two of them were terrified, and their complexions quickly turned black and 
purple because of their suffocation. 



 
The Gu family were also scared silly. 
 
What the f*ck is this monster? ! One person, two hands, made a God of War and a realm master like this 
bird? ! 
 
Chapter 1513 
At this moment, everyone present was stunned! 
 
Not only Yanzheng and Yangang who came to provoke, but even Philip’s family of three were shocked 
and speechless. 
 
This God of War and a realm master were both very famous figures in Orgeyon. The two had killed 
countless people and had never suffered any defeats. Anyone who mentioned them would be disgraced. 
 
However, the two of them couldn’t even handle a single move in front of Marven. 
 
At least there must be back and forth in normal battles. 
 
As the saying goes, you punch me and kick me, see what you do, and look for flaws. This is what a 
master can do. 
 
But Marven suddenly rushed up, and the two hands pinched the two top masters into this bird shape, 
which made people wonder, how strong is his strength? ! 
 
Marven ignored the shock of these people. He looked at these two people contemptuously, and said 
coldly: “Don’t say I didn’t give you a chance to survive, kneel down and call Dad. If the call is nice and 
pleasant, I’ll spare your lives. Will you?” 
 
The two of them stared at Marven with a look of resentment. Although they could not speak, their 
expressions were full of resentment and dissatisfaction. 
 
Marven nodded, and said with a smile: “A God of War, a realm master, there really is something, he is 
not very capable, and his temper is not small. Okay, if that’s the case, then reincarnate in the next life 
and be a good person!” 
 
After speaking, increased their strength a bit, making the two immediately feel the fear of death. 
 
Although these two murdered countless people, in the final analysis, they were also greedy for 
prosperity and wealth. Otherwise, they would not sell their lives to Yanzheng. Therefore, when the 
death approached, both of them were in agreement, and they began to feel extreme panic and pain. 
 
They are not reconciled to die like this, after all, there are so many riches and glory in the world that 
they have not enjoyed, or have not enjoyed enough. 
 
They have been working hard at the border for so many years, and they have gone all the way to the 
present, in order to be able to enjoy the life of a master. 
 



However, it is not worth it to die in vain before enjoying a few years of blessing! 
 
Afterwards, the God of War held by Marven on his left hand shouted hoarsely: “Dad…Dad…” 
 
Because Marven’s voice was stuck tightly, his voice was very small, almost inaudible, but his mouth 
shape was still in place, and he really wanted to admit it. 
 
Marven nodded in satisfaction, took the lead in letting go of his left hand for a few minutes, and 
sneered: “Come on, give a good call.” 
 
The God of War burst into tears, and said in a hoarse voice: “Dad… please spare my life…” 
 
Marven nodded: “Well, good son, since you are so sincerely begging Dad to forgive you, then Dad will 
show mercy and forgive you this time.” 
 
The God of War was overjoyed immediately, and at this moment, the realm master who Marven was 
holding on his right hand was about to faint. Suddenly seeing his good brother named Marven his father 
was forgiven, he immediately called him father desperately. 
 
Of course, he couldn’t make any sound in his throat, he could only make gestures. 
 
Seeing that he was about to call Dad, Marven relaxed his right hand and sneered: “Come on, give you a 
chance to scream.” 
 
The man was extremely humiliated, but in order to survive, he was still like a quail and honestly 
shouted: “Dad, please forgive me, dad…” 
 
Marven nodded with satisfaction and said: “Seeing that you two are still a little sincere, then I will give 
you a chance to survive, kneel on the ground and call Dad, this time if the call is good, I will let you go.” 
 
The God of War blurted out and protested: “You asked me to call Dad. I have already called. Why didn’t 
you let me go and let me call Dad on my knees?” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “The first thing I said was to kneel down and call Dad. If you don’t call, then I 
will let you die with dignity, and you can figure it out.” 
 
The realm master on the side angrily said: “How can I say that it is also the realm master of the north. 
Back then, I was able to defeat one hundred against one hundred. Don’t go too far!” 
 
Marven sneered and said: “The realm master of the North? What did you do?” 
 
The landlord said: “Northern Mercenary Group, the largest private mercenary organization in the 
north!” 
 
Chapter 1514 
“Oh.” Marven nodded and said with a smile: “Hello, realm lord, your title is pretty awesome, I also have 
a title, which is given by someone from the rivers and lakes. don’t know who compares with yours is 
more powerful?” 



 
The landlord asked: “What is your title?” 
 
Marven smiled faintly: “The real dragon in the world.” 
 
The realm master’s face changed. 
 
Real dragon on earth? 
 
What the h*ll! 
 
Is it too arrogant? 
 
Marven was too lazy to continue to talk to him, reapplying a bit of strength in his hand, and said blankly: 
“If you are willing to kneel and live, if you don’t want to kneel then die, you only have three seconds to 
think about it.” 
 
The realm master felt that the strength in his throat was getting stronger and stronger, and his heart 
was frightened, and he blurted out: “I kneel! I kneel!” 
 
Marven looked at the so-called God of War next to him: “What about you, Brother War God, kneel, or 
don’t you kneel?” 
 
“Kneel! I also kneel!” 
 
The God of War also knew the truth that it is better to live than to die, and nodded without hesitation. 
 
Marven smiled with satisfaction and directly pressed the two of them to the ground like a little chicken, 
and said coldly: “The voice is louder, otherwise I will abolish your roots and let you two be eunuchs for 
the rest of your life. !” 
 
The two of them trembled in shock, knelt on the ground and cried in unison: “Daddy forgive me! Daddy 
forgive me!” 
 
Brothers Yanzheng and Yangang looked very ugly. 
 
However, at this time they have nothing to do. 
 
They could only watch the two masters kneeling on the ground, calling this young man father. 
 
Seeing the two people’s devotion and earnestness, Marven nodded in satisfaction, and said, “My dear 
sons, it’s not bad. Being able to bend and stretch is good material for big things.” 
 
The two raised their heads and looked at Marven angrily. They had killed him ten thousand times in 
their hearts. 
 
At the same time, the two were thinking about the same thing. 
 



That is how to find Marven to get the place back after passing this hurdle today. 
 
At that time, they must take his life to be able to relieve their hatred! 
 
What they didn’t expect was that Marven was actually preparing for it a long time ago, and he would 
never have trouble. 
 
So Marven looked funny and said with a smile: “Two dear sons, one of you is the God of War and the 
other is the realm master. It is really amazing. I am very relieved for my sons, but I really do not like the 
two of you coming in one day. It looks like you are fighting late, so from today, be good babies who 
sleep on time.” 
 
The two people thought that Marven was simply humiliating them, so they were angry, but they didn’t 
dare to say anything. 
 
But they didn’t expect that Marven had planned to abolish them long ago. 
 
As a result, he quietly released two auras from his hand, directly penetrated into the two of them, and 
immediately sealed their gr0in and meridians, making the two of them from the top masters in the eyes 
of ordinary people, and suddenly became the hands-free chicken. Power waste. 
 
If the two of them dared to exert force or accumulate energy, not only would it be impossible for them 
to explode any lethality, they would also suffer the extreme pain of tens of thousands of ants biting their 
bodies, even if they wanted to move a few bricks. 
 
Therefore, the two of them are already abolished by the standards, and they can no longer be useful. 
 
At this moment, Marven shouted coldly to the two of them: “Okay, you two go away and stay honestly. I 
still have something to do. I want to have a good chat with the two big guys from the Gu family!” 
 
Chapter 1515 
When the war god and realm master who was kneeling on the ground heard this, they knelt aside in a 
hurry, not daring to make any trouble. 
 
As for Yanzheng and Yangang, when Marven said he wanted to have a good chat with them, the 
brothers’ expressions were horrible, and they were already panicking. 
 
They didn’t expect that there would be such an evil star in the eldest brother’s house. 
 
Based on their understanding of Philip, the family is nothing more than a few bodyguards who look after 
the nursing home. Although their abilities are good, they are a thousand miles away from the two he 
brought down. 
 
However, the ghost knows that there is another young man in their family, who has a terrifying manner 
and looks like a Shura! 
 
Seeing that Marven was making trouble for them, the two immediately took a step back, and Yanzheng 
asked in panic: “You…what do you want to do?” 



 
“Me?” Marven smiled: “You have been pretending so much for a long time, so I should pretend to be? 
Come on, let’s talk about it, how are you going to solve this matter today?” 
 
“How to solve it!” Yanzheng gritted his teeth: “This is our Gu family’s affair, and it has nothing to do with 
outsiders! You can’t control it!” 
 
After speaking, he warned with a gloomy face: “Boy, I admit that you can fight very well, but it’s useless 
to fight. If you provoke me, I will definitely not let you go!” 
 
Philip shouted angrily: “Second, do you dare to try a hair on Marven! Do you really think I, the boss of 
the Gu family, eat dry food?” 
 
Yanzheng was panicked, but still wanted to find a place, and said angrily, “Big brother, even if you are 
not eating dry food, how long can you live?” 
 
As he said, he added: “Even if I admit to planting today, what about tomorrow? What about the day 
after tomorrow? Let me say, that’s all for today. In the future, let’s keep the water in the tub. If you are 
willing to accept my previous proposal , We are still good brothers. When you leave, the third and I must 
take care of the future generations and bury you; but if you disagree, then after you leave, don’t blame 
me for not being affectionate. When the time comes, my sister-in-law and my daughter will…” 
 
Before Yanzheng’s threatening words were finished, Marven suddenly raised his hand and slapped his 
face with a pop, directly pulling him to the side in a daze! 
 
Yangang hurried to help, but he was also brought to the ground by the force of Yanzheng’s body. 
 
The brothers each sighed. Philip was just okay and just fell, but Yanzheng was a bit miserable. This slap 
directly killed the dead molars, his mouth was full of blood, and his cheeks were swollen as if they were 
stung by a wasp. The same. 
 
The others hurried forward and helped Yanzheng, who was like a dead pig, up. 
 
Yanzheng covered his face and whimpered indistinctly, “You…you dare to beat me…Do you really think 
that I am a vegetarian?” 
 
Marven shook his head: “I didn’t think you were a vegetarian. I think you are more like a sh!t eater. One 
mouth is stinking. don’t know if you know Wu Qi, the second son of Wrestvel Wu family. He was on 
YouTube some time ago. It’s still very popular on the Internet, I think your mouth is just like him!” 
 
Yanzheng was almost furious! 
 
This kid actually compares Wu Qi with him! 
 
That Wu Qi, he has heard of him because he watched the video on YouTube, and almost felt sick at the 
time! 
 
Marven actually compares that sh!t eater with him, isn’t this an insult to his personality? ! 



 
He immediately shouted to the war god and the realm master who was kneeling on the ground: “d*mn, 
kill him for me! Kill him, I will give you two 100 million!” 
 
The two looked at each other. 
 
A billion? 
 
It sounds really attractive. 
 
But how dare they step forward to provoke Marven? Marven could lift the two of them up like chickens 
and almost choked them to death with one move. The two of them had nothing to fight in front of 
Marven. In this case, even if this one hundred million was placed in front of them, they would not have 
this. Ability to earn… 
 
Chapter 1516 
However, there was a burst of ecstasy in the heart of the God of War. 
 
This is because he has always been wearing a gun next to him. 
 
Although he is a martial artist and doesn’t like to use guns, guns are also a life-saving support. He serves 
as a bodyguard for Yanzheng. Most of the time, there is no danger, but he still saves one more hand. 
 
It’s just that when Marven was rubbing against him, he didn’t have the opportunity to use the gun at all, 
and he couldn’t even think about it. 
 
But things are different now. 
 
Marven’s attention was no longer on his body. 
 
Therefore, he couldn’t help but think to himself, if Marven’s attention was all on Yanzheng and Yangang, 
then he might have a chance to attack him! 
 
No matter how strong they are, they are afraid of bullets. If one shot is hit, the opponent should 
immediately lose their combat effectiveness. When the time comes to make up two more shots, even 
the martial arts master will definitely die! 
 
At that time, not only will he have avenged himself, but he will also get a 100 million bonus from the 
boss! Then he doesn’t have to work for the rest of his life, and can retire directly to enjoy the glory and 
wealth! 
 
Thinking of this, he immediately raised his arm, trying to sneak behind him to get a gun. 
 
However, at this time, he suddenly realized that his arm was so soft that he could hardly use any 
strength. 
 
The arm had been slumped before, and he was afraid that Marven would get angry, so he didn’t dare to 
move, and he didn’t realize that his arm had some symptoms of muscle weakness. 



 
He was surprised in his heart, and said: “What the h*ll is going on? Is it because I was so scared just now 
and my body was scared?” 
 
Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and wanted to use a bit more strength to drive his arm, but the 
power on his arm almost dissipated! 
 
“This…what the h*ll is going on?!” 
 
He was shocked in his heart, but for the 100 million, he still worked hard to suckle, trying to put his right 
hand behind him, what is usually easy, and now he has worked hard for a few minutes, tired and 
sweating, but he has not succeeded. 
 
At the moment when he felt that his strength was almost exhausted, he finally put his hands behind his 
back with great effort, and touched his gun through his clothes. 
 
However, trying to grab a gun is as difficult as reaching the sky. 
 
At this moment, he only felt that his five fingers were like others, completely unable to drive. 
 
Marven hadn’t looked at him, but he could feel that this kid was doing his best to resist the aura that he 
had left in his body, so he looked up at him and sneered: “What’s wrong with the god of war? ?” 
 
The God of War hurriedly said, “No, no, absolutely nothing…” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “If you want to get a gun, you have to get it out!” 
 
After the God of War heard this, his whole body trembled: “How could he know that he couldn’t take it 
out? Could it be…could it be that he did something to him?!” 
 
Marven took a deep look and said coldly: “I advise you to be honest. You can at least control your 
sphincter now. If you dare to do it again, I will let you not even control your sphincter. If you urinate and 
urinate anytime, anywhere like a one-year-old, don’t blame me for not giving you a chance!” 
 
As soon as the person heard this, his soul was frightened! 
 
What supernatural power does this guy have? 
 
What method did he use to make himself almost a useless person? ! 
 
Chapter 1517 
Yanzheng trembled in shock at this time. 
 
What the h*ll is this? 
 
The God of War and Realm Master he hired with a high salary were choked by Marven and knelt down 
to call him father. That’s fine, the key is that he can’t even get the gun out? 
 



You know this group of people are simply the ancestors of playing guns! 
 
They can’t hold a gun, which is as ridiculous as a barber can’t hold scissors! 
 
However, no matter how unthinkable the fact is, it is also a fact. 
 
Yanzheng saw that the god of war was scared like a dead dog, and he didn’t dare to say a word, knowing 
that it was absolutely useless to count on them today. 
 
In this way, isn’t that slap in the face just now for nothing? 
 
Thinking of this, he was even more resentful. 
 
However, he did not dare to yell with Marven too much at this time. 
 
So, he could only say angrily: “Okay! Kid, I remember you! Let’s just wait and see!” 
 
After speaking, he immediately said to his son Weiliang next to him: “Let’s go!” 
 
Marven, who had been smiling all the time, suddenly sneered, “Go? Who let you go?” 
 
Yanzheng covered his face and took a step back, and asked tremblingly, “You…what do you mean!” 
 
“What do I mean?” Marven said coldly: “You took a few dogs and ran to someone else’s house to bite 
and disturb others, and you want to turn your head and leave?” 
 
Yanzheng didn’t expect that Marven slapped him in the face and didn’t want to give up, so he trembled 
and asked, “What do you want?” 
 
Marven said: “My demands are very simple. If you mess with me, you must satisfy me, otherwise none 
of you will leave.” 
 
Weiliang scolded angrily, “Boy, don’t overdo it! Otherwise, you don’t know how to die!” 
 
Marven frowned and asked, “Who gave you the courage? You dare to talk to me like this at this time?” 
 
Weiliang had no bottom in his heart, but still gritted his teeth and threatened: “Provoke my family, 
beware of my family’s order to pursue killings across the country, offering a reward of one billion hidden 
flowers for your head!” 
 
Marven nodded: “Good boy, it’s interesting, are you married yet?” 
 
Weiliang was stunned for a moment. What the h*ll is this? Why did he suddenly ask about this? 
 
Seeing that he didn’t speak, Marven immediately stretched out his hands and condensed his ears. As 
soon as he came up, he twisted it nearly one hundred and eighty degrees, and said coldly: “What the 
h*ll, are you deaf?” 
 



Weiliang felt a sharp pain in his ears, and felt like he was about to be pulled off by his life. He cried out in 
pain, “Ouch! It hurts to death! Release me!” 
 
Marven used his hand again: “If your ears don’t work well, don’t ask for it at all!” 
 
Weiliang was afraid that Marven would really pull his ears off, so he immediately pleaded, “Please don’t 
screw it up. If you screw it up, it will fall out!” 
 
Marven said coldly: “Answer the question!” 
 
Weiliang said hurriedly: “I’m not married, I’m not married!” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “You’re not married, and there are no children outside, right?” 
 
“No, no!” Weiliang shook his head repeatedly. 
 
Marven asked him again: “Then how many children did your dad have?” 
 
“Three…” 
 
“How many men and women?” 
 
“I have two older sisters…” 
 
“Oh…” Marven nodded and said, “Then you are your father’s only son, right?” 
 
“Yes, yes yes yes…” 
 
Chapter 1518 
Marven looked at Yanzheng again, smiled and asked him: “I heard what you meant just now, as if you 
are very patriarchal, and ridiculed that others have no sons. It seems that your son is your lifeblood. 
Right?” 
 
Yanzheng heard Marven’s words, with a full threat, and asked nervously: “You…what do you want to 
do? I warn you, if you dare to hurt my son, I will fight with you!” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “How can I hurt your son? I will only hurt your grandson.” 
 
“Grandson?” Yanzheng was even more puzzled: “I don’t have a grandson…what does this guy mean?” 
 
Marven asked him: “By the way, do you know Fredmen, the chairman of Orgeyon Future Company 
Group?” 
 
Yanzheng frowned and asked suspiciously, “Yes, what’s wrong?” 
 
Marven asked again: “He has a hidden illness, he just got it some time ago, do you know?” 
 
Yanzheng shook his head: “Don’t fool around, just tell me if you have anything!” 



 
Marven smiled and said: “Fredmen’s hidden illness is just that the thing can’t be used, but he still has 
fertility, that is, if he still wants a child, he can use artificial insemination… .” 
 
Everyone was at a loss. 
 
What is this guy going to say? 
 
At this time, Marven sneered and said: “However, your son is not so lucky. From now on, he will be 
infertile.” 
 
With that, a spirit energy entered Weiliang’s body. 
 
When dealing with Fredmen, he also used infuriating energy to seal the roots, making him lose the 
ability to find pleasure, but he did not seal his ability to pass on from generation to generation, and 
Fredmen had children, so this ability was also optional for him. 
 
However, for Weiliang, fertility is still very important. After all, he is still young and the family is still 
waiting for him to pass on his lineage. 
 
At this time, Weiliang was angry, and said angrily: “You said I am not fertile, so I am not fertile? Is your 
mouth open or something?” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “Hey, I really made you right. you just opened this mouth and said everything is 
good. I said that if you have no fertility, you have no fertility. If you don’t believe it, go back and try.” 
 
Everyone at the scene looked at each other. 
 
They were all afraid of Marven’s strength, so they didn’t dare to scold him, let alone do anything with 
him. 
 
However, they also felt that Marven’s words were too d*mn bad. 
 
Cursing people’s infertility, is this the f*cking thing not done by the elders? 
 
Yanzheng gritted his teeth and asked, “Okay, what you say is what you say. Are you satisfied now? Can 
we leave?” 
 
“Not yet.” 
 
Marven waved his hand at Yangang’s son Weiguang: “Come kid, come here.” 
 
Weiguang took a step back in shock: “What do you want to do?!” 
 
Marven said: “I plan to do a ligation for you too.” 
 
Weiguang’s face turned green, and he stepped back behind his father in two steps. He didn’t dare to talk 
back or step forward. 



 
Marven shook his head helplessly, and said, “Look at you, fortunately that I am better at it. Cloud 
ligation is fine.” 
 
After speaking, another trace of aura came out. 
 
After getting the two of them, Marven suddenly wanted to understand one thing and blurted out: “Oh, I 
forgot one thing, you two old things, shouldn’t be too old, there must be fertility?” 
 
Yanzheng and Yangang were almost mad. 
 
How come they are old things? 
 
Both of them are in their forties and not yet 50, and they are rich in family and well maintained. It can 
be said that they are old and strong, and their physical strength is not inferior to ordinary young people. 
 
However, the two of them didn’t know what medicine Marven sold in the gourd. 
 
But Marven snapped his fingers twice and said to them: “Okay, you can get out. I will be in Orgeyon for 
these two days. If you want to seek revenge, you can come to me at any time, but if you have something 
to do. Kneel at the door of Uncle’s villa. If you are sincere, I might consider it.” 
 
Chapter 1519 
Yanzheng waited for the group of people to look at each other for a while, not knowing what to do. 
 
Although Marven let them go, they really wanted to escape quickly, but listening to what Marven didn’t 
seem to finish, they didn’t dare to leave. 
 
Because they didn’t understand what Marven meant. 
 
He was not going to let them figure it out. 
 
Just like Fredmen, this kind of thing must be experienced by them. 
 
Therefore, Marven and these people are still there, look at me, I see you stupidly, and directly said to 
the crowd: “Within three seconds, you can stay if you don’t roll!” 
 
Just as he was announcing amnesty, Philip waved: “Leave!” 
 
They turned around to leave, leaving a war god and a realm master still kneeling. 
 
The two wanted to go too, but their legs really didn’t work well. 
 
There was still a little remaining strength on his legs, at least he could barely stand up and stagger 
forward. 
 
But because the kneeling time was so long and his legs were too numb, there was no way to stand up at 
this time. 



 
Seeing that everyone was gone, the two were so anxious that they shed tears, and the God of War 
choked up: “Second Lord, please take us away, Second Lord!” 
 
Yanzheng angrily cursed: “You two rubbish! You are of no use to us?” 
 
The God of War choked up and said: “Second Lord, this leg really doesn’t work anymore…As long as I can 
stand up, I dare not ask you to help…” 
 
“I wipe…” Yanzheng took a breath. 
 
Then he couldn’t help but glanced at Marven, and thought to himself, “What the h*ll is going on today? 
What is this kid? How can he make these two masters like this ghost?” 
 
You know, these two are usually killers who do not blink their eyes. They move their hands with their 
palms as a knife, and the thick steel bars of their thumbs can be cut with one palm. Why can’t they even 
stand up now? 
 
However, he didn’t dare to think too much about it at this time. The immediate task at hand was to 
escape from here quickly and discuss the long-term plan after returning. 
 
So he irritably said to Weiliang and Weiguang: “Weiliang, Weiguang, you two give them a hand!” 
 
The two had no choice but to follow suit, walked to the God of War and the realm master, helped them 
up, and they limped out. 
 
Yanzheng didn’t dare to threaten Marven again, but he had already figured it out in his heart. There is 
absolutely no end to this matter today. He must find a way to chop him off, and then ask his eldest 
brother’s family for the property. 
 
The eldest brother alone holds nearly trillions of assets. If it really falls into the hands of his wife and 
daughter, the Gu family will lose out! 
 
Therefore, he deliberately said to Philip with a dark face: “Big brother, tomorrow the group will hold a 
board of directors. As the chairman, you will participate in any way. There will be media attendance at 
that time. The details of the board of directors must be reported to the Securities Regulatory 
Commission and The issue issued by investors is of great importance. Don’t forget about this matter!” 
 
There are countless companies and groups under the Gu family. There are just a few listed companies. 
Some are listed in the Mainland, some are listed in Hong Kong, and some are listed in the United States. 
 
However, the parent company behind these companies is the Gu Group. 
 
The total market value of the Gu Group is at least 2 trillion. However, the shares of the Gu Group are not 
unique to the Gu family. Some of the shares are in the hands of other shareholders, and some of the 
shares are issued by listed companies as well. 
 
The Gu family owns 51% of the shares of the Gu Group, which is about one trillion. 



 
Among these 51%, 50% are in the name of Philip, and Yanzheng and Yangang each account for 25%. 
 
Chapter 1520 
It stands to reason that the three brothers hold exactly 51% of the shares, which is just in line with the 
absolute holding ratio. As long as the three of them are one mind, the Gu Group is completely under the 
control of the Gu family. 
 
But now that the second and third, seeing that the boss Philip is dying, they are desperate to grab his 
share. 
 
Now that Yanzheng sees that today’s strategy of asking for shares has not succeeded, he is ready to 
continue to put pressure on his eldest brother through the board of directors tomorrow. 
 
Even with the share issue, he would not agree for a while, he must be forced to give himself the position 
of chairman tomorrow! 
 
As the saying goes, a country cannot be without a king for a day, and a dragon cannot be without a 
leader for a day. 
 
With such a huge industrial matrix of the Gu Group, the chairman cannot be eliminated. 
 
Although Philip is still alive now, he is now very sick. If he is treated, he will definitely not have the 
energy to manage the group. If he is not treated, he will definitely not live long. 
 
So now is a good time to force the palace. 
 
In any case, he must first hand over the position and power of the chairman. 
 
And then slowly plan the part of his shares. 
 
If it doesn’t work, then use the most extreme trick to kill the whole family after the elder brother’s 
death. 
 
In this way, the shares of their family of three naturally will fall into the hands of himself and his third 
brother. 
 
It’s just that he dare not use such an extreme method, because after all, Orgeyon hides the dragon and 
the tiger. Many bigwigs know the situation of the major families well. If he does it secretly, even if he 
does it perfectly, he can’t escape the eyes of these people. 
 
At that time, the people in the top society of Orgeyon will know that they have murdered the eldest 
brother’s family. 
 
That way, the impact on Gu’s family would be too great. 
 
After all, every circle has its own rules. In the circle of Orgeyon giants, whoever dares to kill each other 
will become the object of rejection by everyone. 



 
At that time, Gu’s assets, connections, status, and prestige will shrink significantly. 
 
Therefore, he still tends to outsmart. 
 
When Philip heard him mention the board of directors, he knew that he wanted to use the board to put 
pressure on himself. 
 
Now that the new year is approaching, many listed companies have begun to make annual summaries, 
release annual financial reports, and announce to the people of the whole country that a group 
company such as the Gu Group is naturally attracting attention. 
 
 
And now he’s dying. If he participates in the board of directors and be seen as such by the people of the 
whole country, the people’s confidence in the Gu Group will be greatly reduced. By then, the stocks will 
definitely fall and shareholders will face greater losses. 
 
Therefore, when the time comes, the board of directors will definitely put pressure on him, forcing him 
to give up the position of chairmanship. 
 
Before that, the three Gu family owned 51% of the shares, and they had absolute say in the board of 
directors. Other shareholders did not have the ability to force them to do things. 
 
But things are different now. 
 
The two younger brothers are at odds with him. He has only 25.5% of the shares, and the other 25.5% is 
in the hands of the two younger brothers. 
 
If the two of them don’t agree with him, and instead unite with other board members to exclude him, 
then their 25.5% of the shares are no match for them. 
 
As long as their combined shares exceed 51%, they can reasonably and legally impeach him and force 
him to cede the chairmanship. 
 
Thinking of this, he said with a sullen expression: “Yanzheng, I know what your wishful thinking is, but 
you can rest assured, as long as I Philip still has a breath, I will be there for the board of directors 
tomorrow! No matter what your plan is. I won’t let you succeed!” 


